Wine List

Champagne & Prosecco

Ruggeri
Veneto, Italy

Prosecco DOC Argeo, Ruggeri NV
Decanter Asia Wine Awards – Gold
Very pale straw yellow with greenish glints, perfect clarity
with abundant, persistent, fine perlage. The fresh, elegant
bouquet offers flowery sensations merging into a typically
fruity harmonious complexity with intense aromas reminiscent of golden apple. Fresh, delicate, balanced on the palate
and light in alcohol with a long fruity finish.

Rosé di Pinot Brut, Ruggeri NV
Italy

Delicate pale pink in colour, this wine is brilliant with a very
fine and continuous perlage. The bouquet, pronounced,
persistent and very fine, offers a wide range of fruit aromas,
bringing to mind peaches, apricots and red currants. Dry
and refreshing on the palate, well-structured and superbly
soft, it offers a harmonious balance of sensations and a
fruity finish.

Champagne Jacquesson
Champagne, France

3 stars: La Revue du vin de France
“Dried flowers, mint, honey and dried stone fruits wrap
around the finish. This is an especially burly wine from
Jacquesson. It will be interesting to see what more time in
bottle brings.”
					- Antonio Galloni

Champagne Lallier
Champagne, France

Lallier Grand Cru Grande Réserve NV
Wine Spectator 92 points
“This is rich, with a viscosity buoying its honey, toast, peach
and nascent coffee flavors. The vibrant structure keeps it all
balanced and drives the lingering finish. ” - Wine Spectator
“A very pretty combination of floral and freshly sliced apple,
delicious, intense, pure…. Lovely juice” - Allen Meadows 91
points.

Domaine Meyer-Fonné
Alsace, France

Domaine Meyer-Fonné, Crémant d’Alsace Brut Extra NV
Devised with deference to the champagne method, this
crémant has great aromatic finesse. It is distinguished and
well-balanced on the palate. As an aperitif or solo, this will
unfailingly delight your guests.
“A lively bead and lip-smacking acidity drive this dry and
tangy version, while appealing notes of pineapple, glazed
apricot and mango fruit mix with hints of creamy pastry,
toasted hazelnut and spice.” - Wine Spector

White Wines

TerraVentoux
Rhône Valley, France

White, TerraVentoux 2015
A shining light yellow colour. The elegant nose is dominated
by notes of white flesh fruits such as pear & golden apples,
and citrus fruits (grapefruit), followed by amyl hints of what
can be discerned as banana and even litchi. The mouth is
well-balanced, with a nice freshness and long-lasting
aromas.

Château La Rose Bellevue
Bordeaux, France

Château la Rose Bellevue Cuvée Tradition Blanc 2013
A distinguished, well-balanced and graceful white wine.
The colour is grey gold with soft golden reflections. Initially the nose develops delightful fresh fruits notes (such as
citrus, orange and pineapple) followed by a more complex
nose with the woody, roasted coffee and vanilla aromas
emerging. In the mouth, it’s fleshy, gorgeous, fruity, spicy
and generous.

Conte D’Attimis-Maniago
Friuli Venezia Giulia, Italy

Tenuta Sottomonte Pinot Grigio,
Conte D’Attimis-Maniago 2014
Harmonious and sophisticated with marked yeasty hints
acquired by maturation “sur lies”. The wine is lively on the
palate where it becomes full and velvety with very persistent
ripe fruit flavours.

Lawson’s Dry Hills
Marlborough, New Zealand

Lawson’s Dry Hills Chardonnay 2015
First and foremost this wine ticks all the Chardonnay boxes,
citrus and stone fruit characters, balanced acidity and a
creamy finish. The malolactic fermentation has tamed the
wines naturally high acid without removing the crisp mineral finish.A perfect match for fish - sashimi or a tuna pasta
bake or an old-fashioned chicken pie.

Red Wines

Finca Sophenia
Mendoza, Argentina

ES Vino Malbec, Finca Sophenia 2015
Interesting and complex nose showing ripe fruit aromas,
including blackberries, blueberries, cherries, fresh plums,
combined with subtle floral and spicy notes. Round and
sweet tannins in the mouth that increase fruit sensation.
Shows a nice fruit concentration and lively acidity, typical
of high altitude wines. Very persistent after-taste.

Château Naudeau
Bordeaux, France

Château Naudeau 2012
Its robe is of very dense, dark red. A delicate nose combines
ripened blackcurrants and berries with floral grades (violets). This wine is revealed as being averagely robust and of
a wonderful maturity in the mouth.
With its long, enjoyable finish, it can accompany a peppered slab of beef or a rib steak with shallots in red wine.

Rizzi
Piedmont, Italy

Barbera d’Alba DOC, Rizzi 2012
Wine Enthusiast 89 points
Bright ruby red in color with clear crimson highlights. Deep,
full perfumes, elegant, well-balanced and enduring, reminiscent of rose, undergrowth and oriental spices. Very powerful bouquet. Fine structure accompanied by lively acidic
freshness, sweetened by overall softness. Flavors conjure up
morello cherry and plum jam with a long finish.

Domaine Jean-Michel Gérin
Rhône Valley, France

Collines Rhodaniennes Syrah La Champine,
Jean-Michel Gérin 2014
Ripe and focused, with pure cassis, violet, blackberry and
black tea notes framed by a hint of singed apple wood. The
long finish is finely tuned.
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